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Let R be an associative ring with identity and let us denote by Mod-R 
the category of all unital right R-modules. For each hereditary torsion 
theory r on Mod-R and each Ale Mod-R Goldman introduced in 1-3] the 
concept of a z-composition series of _M as a generalization of composition 
series and showed that the properties about r-composition series are 
similar to those about composition series. For each right R-module U 
Izawa introduced in 1-4] the concept of a U-composition series of any 
right R-module M as a generalization of ~-composition series. Modules 
with U-composition series were studied by [4] and Xu Bangteng [7]. 
Recently .lzawa discussed in 1-5-1 a new type of generalized composition 
series of a module, which is to be regarded as the dual version of U-com- 
position series. In I-5-1 Izawa introduced the concept of a P-cocomposition 
series of M for any P, AI~ Mod-R and showed that the properties about 
P-cocomposition series are similar to those about r-composition series. 
In the discussion about P-cocomposition series the concept of P-neat 
modules plays an essential role. A non-zero right R-module V is said to be 
P-neat if V is P-cotorsionless and any proper submodule of V is 
P-cotorsion. Therefore, in order to show a non-zero right R-module F to 
be P-neat one must show that any proper submodule of V is P-cotorsion. 
But sometimes it is difficult to do this, which makes the discussion in 1-5-1 
very complicated. For example, the proofs of some basic properties about 
P-neat modules are very complicated. There is an important property 
about P-cocomposition series as follows: let P be M-projective and N a 
submodule of AL Then M has a P-cocomposition series if and only if both 
N and M/N have P-cocomposition series, and in this case we have that 
P-codim A/R=P-codim NR+P-codim(M/N)n. I  order to show this 
property the concept of a P-cochain of a Module was used in 1-5-1, so the 
proof is very long and unnatural. Moreover, for every P-cochain of At" a 
chain of P=cotorsionless ubmodules of M corresponding to it was given in 
1-5-1, but the relation between these two chains was not given. 
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For any P, )tie Mod-R the lattice 6e~.(M) of P-cotorsionless ubmodules 
of M has close links with P-cocomposition series of M. Let P be 
M-projective. Then 6ee(M) is a complete modular lattice l-5, Theorem 2.7], 
and M has a P-cocomposition series if and only if both the ascending and 
descending chain conditions hold for the lattice 6ee(M ) 1-5, Theorem 2.8]. 
In this paper we will first make a further study of the lattice ,.gee(M ) of 
P-cotorsionless ubmodules ofM for any P, Me Mod-R. Then we will use 
the results of this study to deal with the problems about P-cocomposition 
series. This method is very simple and effective, as yce will see. First we will 
give a lattice isomorphism theorem about ~e(M). Let P be M-projective 
and N a submodule of M. We will show that ~p(M/N) is isomorphic to a 
sublattice of 5~e(M). By use of this lattice isomorphic relation we can 
obtain a very simple and direct proof of the property about P-cocomposi- 
tion series mentioned above. Then for any P-cochain of M and the corre- 
sponding chain of P-cotorsionless ubmodules of M the relation between 
them will be given by use of the above lattice isomorphism theorem. 
For any right R-module V we will also use the lattice 5ep(V) of P-cotor- 
sionless submodules of V to give a characterization f V being P-neat or 
P-uniform. Then we will discuss some basic properties about P-neat 
modules and P-uniform modules with the help of that characterization a d 
the above lattice isomorphic relation. With this method we can easily 
obtain the results about P-neat modules and P-uniform modules and some 
other results in [.5], and the proofs are very simple and direct. 
Throughout the paper R will be assumed to be an associative ring with 
identity and all modules will be assumed to be unital right R-modules. The 
category of all unital right R-modules will be denoted by Mod-R. 
Let R be an associative ring with identity and mod-R the category of 
right R-modules. Let P e Mod-R, which we fix once and for all, and let 
7ze: Mod-R --* Mod-R 
M ~ nv(M) := ~ {Imf [ fe  HomR (P, M)}. 
Then roe satisfies the following two conditions: (a) rce(M)=_M and 
rcr(rcp(M))=r~t,(M) for any Me Mod-R, and (b) for any M, NeMod-R 
and any R-homomorphism f:  M~ N, f(rcp(M))~rce(N). Therefore rcv is 
an idempotent pre-torsion functor on Mod-R. In the following we will 
denote nv by ~ for short. 
Let Me Mod-R. As usual, the R-module P is said to be M-projective if
for any R-epimorphism f :M~M' - - - ,O  and any R-homomorphism 
g: P --* M' there exists an R-homomorphism h: P ~ M such that fh  = g. We 
set @(P)= {Me Mod-RIP is M-projective}. Then q~(P) is closed under 
taking submodules, homomorphic images, and finite direct sums I-2, 
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Proposition l6.12]. Let M~(P) ,  NEMod-R, and f :MoN~O an 
R-.epimorphism. Then f (n(M))=n(N)  by [5, Proposition 1.6]. The 
following lemma plays an important role in our argument. 
LEMMA 1. Let Aleqo(P), and N a submo&de of M. Then we have 
n(M/N) = (n(M) + N)/N. 
Proof Let V: M o M/N- ,  0 be the canonical R-epimorphism. Then by 
[5, Proposition 1.6] we have ~z(M/N) = V(rc(M)) = (r~(M) + N)/N. 
An R-module M is said to be P-cotorsionless if re(M)= M, and is said 
to be P-cotorsion if rt(M)=0, i.e., HomR(P, M)=0.  Let ~3 be the class of 
all P-cotorsionless right R-modules and o~ the class of all P-cotorsion right 
R-modules. Then ~ is closed under taking homomorphic mages and direct 
sums [5, Proposition 1.3] and o~ is closed taking submodules, direct 
products, and extensions [5, Proposition 1.4]. 
For each MEMod-R we set 6ae(M)={LIL is a P-cotorsionless 
submodule of M}. We can give a complete lattice structure with respect o 
the inclusion relation __. to cJe(M) by setting 
V;~a{L~.}= ~ L~. and A3-~a{L3-}=n(N L3- ) 
2~A 3. t 
for every.subset {La}3-~a of Sac(M). Obviously 0 is the smallest element of 
6ae(M) and n(M) is the largest one of it. Moreover, if P is M-projective, 
then 5ep(M) is a modular lattice [5, Theorem 2.7]. 
For any Me Mod-R it is obvious that .V'e(M)= cJe(n(M)). 
Let MEMod-R and N a submodule of M. Then n(N)~6ae(M), 
and [n(N), n(M)] := {L~6e~.(M)In(N)<<.L<~./[(M)} is a sublattice of 
c,V'p(M). The following theorem establishes a lattice isomorphic relation 
between 6ee(M/N) and the sublattice [n(N), zt(M)] of ACe(M). 
THEOREM 2. Let M E ~(P) and N a stlbmodule of M. Then we have a 
lattice isomorphism 
cJe(M/N ) ~- [re(N), z(M)]. 
Proof Let ~p:Sa~(M/N)o In(N), n(M)], L/Non(L) .  Since N<~L we 
have n(N) <~ n(L) by [5, Proposition 1.1 ]. So the definition of q~ is suitable. 
Obviously ~p preserves the inclusion relation ~_ between R-modules. 
Suppose L1/N, L2/N~Aae(M/N), and n(LI)=n(L2). Then L~/N= 
n(L~/N) = (n(Li) + N)/N for i= 1, 2 by Lemma 1. So LI= 7z(L,.)+ N, 
i= I, 2, and L l = L2. Thus ~o is injective. For any Ke [n(N), n(M)], i.e., 
n(K) = K and n(N) <<. K<<. n(M), consider (K+ N)/N. By [5, Corollary 
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1.11J we have r~(K+ N) = n(K) + n(N) = K+ n(N) = K. So r~((K+ N)/N) = 
(~(K + N) .+ N)/N = (K + N)/N by Lemma 1. Hence (K+ N)/N~ c,9"p(M/N), 
and tp((K+ N) /N)= n(K+ N)= K. Thus ~o is surjective. Therefore tp is an 
order-preserving bijection from the lattice ~e(M/N)  to the lattice [n(N), 
n(M)]. So (p is a lattice isomorphism, and ~e(M/N) ~- In(N), n(M)]. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let M ~ q~(P) and N a submodule of M. Then we hare 
a lattice isomorphism cJe(M/N) " 51'e(M/n(N)). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let ME r and N a P-cotorsion submodule of 3L 
Then we have a lattice isomorphism 5Pe(31/N) "~ Sac(M). 
A non-zero right R-module V is said to be P-neat if V is P-cotorsionless 
and any proper submodule of V is P-cotorsion. 
Let Me Mod-R. A chain of R-submodules of 31 connecting 0 with n(M), 
0 = Mo c I i  ~ "'" ~ L,, = n (M) ,  
is called a P-cocomposition series of M if the factor module L~/L~_ ~ is 
P-neat for i=  1, 2 ..... n. 
For any M~qs(P)  it is known that Sap(M) is a complete modular lattice 
1-5, Theorem 2.7] and that M has a P-cocomposition series if and only if 
both the ascending and descending chain conditions hold for the lattice 
Ye(M) [5, Theorem 2.8]. Moreover, if 3 te  qs(p) and if has a P-cocomposi- 
tion series of length n, then all P-cocomposition series of M have the same 
length n, and n is the length of the lattice 5"e(3f). This kind of length of 
M is denoted by P-codim M R. 
COROLLARY (Izawa [5, Theorem 2.1I]). Let M~(P)  and N a sub- 
too&de of M. Then M has a P-cocomposition series if and only if both N and 
3fIN have P-cocomposition series, and hi this case we have that 
P-codim MR = P-codim NR + P-codim(M/N)R. 
Proof We have 6ae(M/N)- [n(N), r~(M)] by Theorem 2. According to 
[6, Proposition III.3.6], S/'e(31) satisfies both the ascending and descending 
chain conditions if and only if both ~p(N) = [0, n(N)] and [n(N), n(3t)] 
satisfy both the ascending and descending chain conditions, and in this case 
the length of See(M) is equal to the sum of the length of [0, n(N)] and that 
of In(N), r~(M)]. So the corollary holds by [5, Theorem 2.81. 
Let Me Mod-R. A chain of R-submodules of M 
0=31 oCMtC "'" cM.=3!  
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is called a P-cochain of M if the factor module MilM~_ ~ is not P-cotorsion 
for i=1 ,2  ..... n. 
For  any P-cochain of M 
0 = )il o c )ill ~ "'" c J r ,  = )if 
there is a natural chain of P-cotorsionless ubmodules of M 
0 = 7z(Mo)  = r~(M, )  c . . .  = u(m. )  = , (M)  
corresponding to it. The following theorem gives the relation between these 
two chains. 
THEOREM 3. Let M~ ~b(P). For any P-cochain of M 
0 = )lto c )ll I c ... c M,, = M 
and the corresponding chahz of P-cotorsionless sitbmodules of M 
0 = ~(go)  c ,~(M, )  = - . .  = ~(M. )  = ~(M)  
there exists a lattice isomorphism 
~(  MdM,_  , ) ~- ~( , (  M,)I~( M,_ , )) 
for i = 1,'2 ..... n. 
Proof Since 7z(Ml_l)crr(Mi) we have 7t(Mi/u(Ml_i))=(rr(Mi)+ 
rr(Ml_ i))/rr(Mi_ 1) = rc(Mi)/rr(M~-1) for i=  1, 2 ..... n by Lemma 1. Hence 
~(M, IM,_ , )  ~- ~(M, I . (M,_ , ) )  = ~( . (M, I . (M,_ , ) ) )  = ~(~(g i ) l  
n(3/ i _ l ) )  for i=  1, 2 .... , n by Corol lary 2.1. So Theorem 3 holds. 
In the following we will use the lattice ,gee(V) of P-cotorsionless ub- 
modules of V to give a characterization of V being P-neat or P-uniform. 
Then we will discuss some basic properties about P-neat modules and 
P-uniform modules by use of those characterizations and the above lattice 
isomorphic relations. The results about P-neat modules and P-uniform 
modules in [-5] can be easily obtained with this method, as we will see. 
LEr, I,~fA 4. Let Y~ Mod-R. Then Y is P-neat if and on/y/fSee(V) = {0, V}. 
Proof Refer to [5, Proposit ion 2.1]. 
A right R-module V is called P-uniform if I t is not P-cotorsion and if for 
every non-P-cotorsion submodule V' of V the factor module V/V' is 
P-cotorsifn.  
The cardinal number of the set Ye(M)  is denoted by I.-%(M)I. 






Let Ve qb(p). Then the followhtg assertions are equivalent. 
V is P-mziform. 
~p(v) = {o, ~(v)}. 
I ~,,(V)l =2. 
(a) ~ (b). Let V be P-uniform, IV~ ~p(M), and IV:/= 0. Then tV 
is a non-P-cotorsion submodule of V and so V/IV is P-'cotorsion by the 
definition. Thus O= n( V/tV)= (x( V) + W)/W by Lemma 1. So x(V)~_ I~5 
Hence n(V) = IV and .9~ = {0, n(V) }. 
(b)=>(a). Let 6ee(V)= {0, n(V)}. Then V is not P-cotorsion. For 
any non-P-cotorsion submodule V' of V, since x(V'):~0 we have n(V')= 
n(V). So n(V/V')=(n(V)+ V')/V'=(n(V')+ V')/V'=O by Lemma 1, i.e., 
V/V' is P-cotorsion. Therefore V is P-uniform. 
(b) r (c). Trivial. 
COROLLARY ['5, Proposition 2.2]. Let V~(P)  and let V be P-neat. 
Then for ever), non-zero submodule V' of V the factor module V/V' is P-neat, 
loo. 
Proof Since cJe(V/V')"6ee(V) by Corollary2.2 we have that 
I~e(v/V')l=l,~(V)l=2. So ~oe~(v/v')={O, V/V'} because V/V' is 
P-cotorsionless by [5, Proposition 1.3]. Thus V/V' is P-neat by Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY [-5, Proposition 2.4]. Let Ve qb(p). Then V is P-uniform if 
and only if x(V) is P-neat. 
Proof Since 6ee(V) = fie(x(V)) we have that V is P-uniform if and only 
if x(V) is P-neat by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. 
COROLLARY ['5, Proposition 2.5]. Let Ve~(P)  and IV a P-cotorsion 
submodule of V. I f  V/IV is P-unifornz, then V is P-uniform. 
Proof Since cJe(V/tV)~-~p(V) by corollary2.2 we have that 
IoO~ = ISee(V)I. So V is P-uniform by Lemma 5. 
COROLLARY [5, Proposition 2.6]. Let Me q~(P) and N a P-cotorsionless 
submodule of M. Then M/N is P-uniform if and only if there is no 
P-cotorsionless submodule L of M such that N c L c n(M). 
Proof Sin6e N is a P-cotorsionless submodule of M we have that 
~(M/N)  "~ [N, x(M)] by Theorem 2,. Thus M/N is P-uniform if and only 
if lS/'e(M/N)l = I[N, x(M)]l = 2 by Lemma 5. So M/N is P-uniform if and 
only if there is" no P-cotorsionless ubmodule L of M such that 
NcL~Tz(M) .  
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A chain of R-submodules of 31, 
0 = Mo ~ .All ~ - - .  c M, ,  = M,  
is called a composition P-cochain of M if the factor module MflM~_I is 
P-uniform for i=  1, 2 ..... n. 
COROLLARY [-5, Theorem 2.10]. Let 3I E @(P). Then 31 has a P-cocom- 
position series of length n if and only if M has a composition P-cochain of 
length i1. 
Proof. Let 0=LocL~c -.. cL , ,=n(M)  be a P-eocomposit ion series 
of M. By Lemma I we have that n(M/L ,_  1) = (n(M) + L ,_  I)/L,,- i = 
L JL , _  1. So 5:e(M/L,,_,) = 5:p(n(M/L,,_l)) = ~e(L , /L ,_ I ) .  Thus, 
0=LocLt= ... ~L,_~=M=M is a composit ion P-cochain of M by 
Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. 
On the other hand, let 0 = Mo = 311 ~ --- = M,, = M be a composit ion 
P-cochain of M. According to Theorem 3, Lemma 4, Lemma 5, and [5, 
Proposit ion l.3], O=n(Mo)~n(Mt)c . . .=n(M, , )=M is a P-eoeom- 
position series of M. 
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